Economic Update

COVID-19'S ECONOMIC IMPACT
The COVID-19 pandemic and its economic aftershocks continue to evolve, surfacing new challenges and necessitating more adaptability and innovation. NMHC has been closely tracking the evolving landscape and providing updates via our Market Trends newsletter, Construction Survey, Rent Payment Tracker, and Research Notes.

Learn More about NMHC's research at nmhc.org/research-insight.

RELEVANT SESSION: THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK IN THE TIME OF THE PANDEMIC FEATURING GREG DACO
Be sure not to miss this briefing on the current state of the economy. Greg Daco will headline this session. He is the Chief U.S. Economist at Oxford Economics. He is responsible for the U.S. economic outlook using Oxford Economics' proprietary Global Economic Model. Greg directs thematic research on the economy, the Fed and fiscal policy, and leads a team of high caliber economists producing intraday economic and financial market analysis. Tune in Monday at 1:00 PM ET.
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“Amidst this COVID economy, 71 percent of respondents reported looser market conditions this quarter compared to the prior three months, marking the second consecutive quarter of deteriorating conditions.”
Mark Obrinsky | NMHC Chief Economist
Featured in NMHC July Quarterly Survey Press Release

NMHC RPT PROVIDES DATA DURING UNCERTAIN TIMES
September began the sixth month of the groundbreaking NMHC Rent Payment Tracker.

Learn More at nmhc.org/rentpaymenttracker.